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Abstract—Ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) is a simple hardware device for fast IP lookups that can perform a lookup per

cycle. However, prefixes may be inserted into or deleted from the TCAM because of changes in Internet topology. Traditional TCAM

coprocessors maintain the enclosure relationship among prefixes by using an extended binary trie and perform TCAMmovements

based on an update algorithm (e.g., CAO_OPT) which runs on a local CPU to maintain the speed and correctness of the TCAM search

process. In this paper, we propose a memory-efficient TCAM coprocessor architecture for updates that require only small memory

size compared with the extended binary trie. The average number of TCAMmovements per update is almost the same as that of

CAO_OPT. However, the time to compute how to move TCAM entries in the proposed TCAM coprocessor is less than that in

CAO_OPT. Only a small part of total TCAM search cycles is used to complete our update process. The proposed TCAM

architecture can also be made smaller and faster because large off-chip memory for the extended binary trie and a local CPU are

no longer necessary.

Index Terms—TCAM, IP lookup, longest prefix match, update
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE primary function of routers on the Internet is to for-
ward IP packets to their final destinations [8]. Therefore,

routers choose the next output port to send out every
incoming packet. The rapid increase of Internet users causes
IPv4 address exhaustion, which can be solved in the short
term by classless interdomain routing [1]. Each routing
entry uses a <prefix, prefix length> pair to increase the
usage of IP addresses and longest prefix match (LPM) for
routing table lookups. The LPM limitation complicates the
routing table design. A long-term solution for insufficient IP
addresses is IPv6 protocol defined by the Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force [2]. The IPv6 address length is 128 bits; thus,
IPv6 is exhausted only after a long time.

The packet forwarding design performs poorly at pres-
ent. Each router searches its routing table by using destina-
tion IP addresses and forwards the packet to the next router
based on the next port number. Therefore, a fast routing
lookup scheme should be developed.

Ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) devices
are used widely as search engines for packet classifica-
tion and forwarding in commercial routers and network
devices [3], [4]. TCAM takes one cycle to search all rout-
ing entries in parallel at a very high lookup speed. For
IP lookups, several prefixes (up to 32 for IPv4 and 128
for IPv6) may match the destination address of the
incoming packet. However, only the longest prefix match
is output. In contrast, conventional network processor-

based software and field-programmable gate array/
application-specific integrated circuit–based hardware
designs that use various data structures may require
multiple memory access for a single lookup.

In TCAM, each cell can be in one of three logic states: 0,
1, or � (“don’t care” state). Fig. 1a shows the typical design
of the NOR-type TCAM cell [12], in which two 1-bit 6-T
static random-access memory (SRAM) cells ðD0 and D1Þ
are used to store the three logic states of a TCAM cell.
Generally, the 0, 1, and � states of a TCAM cell are set by
D0 ¼ 0 and D1 ¼ 1; D0 ¼ 1 and D1 ¼ 0, and D0 ¼ 1 and
D1 ¼ 1, respectively (Fig. 1b). Each SRAM cell consists of
two cross-coupled inverters (each formed by two transis-
tors) and two additional transistors used to access each
SRAM cell via two bitlines (BLs) and one wordline (WL)
for read and write operations. Therefore, each SRAM cell
has six transistors, and each TCAM cell consists of 16. The
pair of transistors ðM1=M3 or M2=M4Þ forms a pulldown
path from the matchline (ML). If one pulldown path con-
nects the ML to ground, the state of the ML becomes 0. A
pulldown path connects the ML to ground when the
searchline (SL) and D0 do not match. No pulldown path
that connects the ML to ground exists when the SL and
D0 match. When the TCAM cell is in the “don’t care”
state, M3 and M4 prevent searchlines SL and SL, respec-
tively, from being connected to ground regardless of the
search bit. Similarly, when the search bit is “don’t care”
because SL ¼ 0 and SL ¼ 0, M1 and M2 prevent search-
lines SL and SL, respectively, from being connected to
ground regardless of the stored value in the TCAM cell.
Fig. 1c shows the truth table of match line of a TCAM cell
with inputs of search bits and the cell states. Multiple cells
can be connected serially to form a TCAM word by short-
ening the MLs of adjacent cells. A match condition on the
ML of a given TCAM word results only when the ML of
every individual cell is not connected to ground. Several
TCAM words can be connected by shortening all SLs to
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form a typical TCAM unit (Fig. 2). A logic unit called pri-
ority encoder is designed to output the index of the first
matching TCAM word at the lowest (or upper) address.
The ML sense amplifier (MLSA) between each TCAM
word and priority encoder detects the state of its ML
(high ¼ match; low ¼ miss).

Given that the search bit can be set to “don’t care”, a
control register called global mask register can be used to
mask TCAM columns that should not participate in the
matching process. Any column can be masked by setting
the corresponding global mask bit to 0, because both SL
and SL are set to 0 via the bitline control logic. A TCAM
search operation begins by first loading the search key
and global mask into corresponding registers. Next, all
MLs are placed temporarily in the match state by pre-
charging them to high. Then, SL drivers broadcast differ-
ential searchlines (SL and SL), and each TCAM cell com-
pares the stored bit against the bit on its corresponding
SLs. MLs which have all matching bits remain in a high
state and the ones with at least one bit that misses dis-
charge to ground. Finally, the encoder maps the ML of
the matching location to its encoded address.

When global mask is used, match operations in TCAM
become rich. In normal IP search mode, all global mask bits

are enabled. Fig. 2 shows a typical TCAM device that has
four 4-bit prefixes. TCAM can be searched by using SLs and
MLs. Like normal RAM, TCAM can also be read or written
by using BLs and WLs. The input global mask is 1111, and
the input search data is 1111. Two prefixes are matched
against the search key 1111, and the priority selector returns
the index 0 of prefix 1111. In the prefix search mode, a prefix
can be used as the search key for a match in TCAM. For
example, when the prefix of length 3, 110X, is used as the
search key, the most significant three bits of the global mask
register are enabled, and the fourth mask bit is disabled.
Thus, only the most significant three bits of all TCAM
entries are compared with 110. As a result, the search result
returned by TCAM is the LPM that covers or is covered by
the input prefix, which is 11�� in this example.

However, TCAM has some disadvantages, including
high power consumption due to the charging and dis-
charging processes of all TCAM cells, inefficiency of stor-
ing ranges due to the nature of ternary states in TCAM
cells, and slow update operations. In this paper, we
focus only on the TCAM update problem. Solutions for
the other two problems can be found in [12], [21], [22],
[23]. Typically, the prefixes stored in TCAM must be
sorted in decreasing order of their lengths and so that
the first matching prefix is the LPM.

Routing table update is traditionally performed by a
local CPU via a CPU/TCAM coprocessor interface, such
as the 64-bit PCI bus in an Intel IXP2800 network proces-
sor [17]. Fig. 3a shows the typical TCAM coprocessor
architecture along with a network processor. Search
requests are issued by lookup threads of the network
processor, and update requests are issued by the local
CPU. When TCAM content needs to be updated, the
CPU locks the interface to avoid inconsistent and/or
erroneous results. However, the disadvantage of interface
locking is that all lookup threads must be suspended
until the update process is complete, thereby impairing

Fig. 1. Typical TCAM device.

Fig. 2. Typical TCAM device.
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overall search performance. This paper does not consider
dual-port TCAM, which permits the local CPU and net-
work processors concurrent access. Therefore, a non-
blocking update algorithm should be designed. We also
need a data structure usually stored in off-chip SRAM to
compute how to perform the TCAM update process
(Fig. 3a). In other words, we must know which TCAM
entry needs modification or transfer to another TCAM
entry to fulfill the update request. These update compu-
tations are performed by the CPU upon receiving an
update request. One disadvantage is that the required
data structure is usually large, such as the auxiliary
binary trie proposed in [6].

In this paper, we propose a memory-efficient TCAM
update architecture for IPv4/IPv6 routing lookups
(Fig. 3b). The new update scheme does not require large
memory for the extended binary trie data structure in
existing schemes [6], [9], [10], [14], [15]. Thus, off-chip
memory and local CPU are not necessary in the TCAM
coprocessor. Computing how to modify TCAM content

can be made faster than the computation based on the
extended binary trie. The proposed update process per-
formed by update threads in the network processor is also
non-blocking.

We use the network processor Intel IXP2800 as an exam-
ple to explain how the proposed update scheme can be inte-
grated into routers. In IXP2800, the packet processing
procedure follows the pipeline model which has three
stages: receive, process, and transmit. Several threads,
called receive, lookup, and transmit threads, are allocated
independently to these stages. For packets that take longer
processing time, more threads are usually allocated, or the
procedure becomes stuck and packets are dropped. A
global FIFO queue can be used for load balancing between
different stages. That is, one queue can be allocated between
the receive and process stages (Queue A), and another
between the process and transmit stages (Queue B). The
basic processing flow works as follows: One receive thread
enqueues the packet in Queue A after receiving it. Then, the
lookup thread dequeues the packet from Queue A and
enqueues the packet in Queue B after searching TCAM to
obtain next hop information. Finally, transmit threads
dequeue the packet from Queue B and forward it to the cor-
rect next hop.

We can allocate unused threads for the update to realize
the proposed TCAM coprocessor design. We allocate
another queue (Queue C) to buffer packets that result in
prefix updates. If a lookup thread finds that the packet
dequeued from Queue A is for update, it enqueues the
packet in Queue C, rather than in Queue B. After dequeuing
the packet from Queue C, update threads handle the neces-
sary update operations. As a result, updates can be handled
by the network processor without the help of local CPU.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background knowledge on the topic. In Section 3,
we analyze the prefix enclosure relationship and propose a
memory-efficient TCAM update scheme based on this anal-
ysis. Performance comparisons are presented in Section 4,
and concluding remarks are given in the last section.

2 RELATED WORK

Many TCAM update algorithms have already been pro-
posed; this section presents a survey of these algorithms.
The TCAM update process consists of three major parts. In
the first part, we determine the TCAM entry where a prefix
can be stored so that the TCAM device can return the LPM
to the destination IP address of the incoming packet. Two
well-known constraints, namely, prefix-length ordering
(PLO) and chain-ancestor ordering (CAO), were proposed
for this purpose [6]. After the prefix ordering constraint is
determined, we have to compute prefixes that should be
moved to other positions after a prefix is inserted or deleted
to maintain correct prefix ordering. Based on the ordering
constraint, a prefix can be moved to more than one position.
Normally, this step cannot be done without a data structure
(e.g., a binary trie) that keeps track of prefix storage in
TCAM. In the third part, we move the prefixes determined
by the second part from one position to another. The effi-
ciency of this step may depend on the location or pool of
unused entries.

Fig. 3. TCAM coprocessor architecture. Typically, the search, read, and
write operations in TCAM coprocessor take 1, 1, and 3 cycles,
respectively.
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Typically, prefix order should follow the PLO constraint
[6]. According to the PLO constraint, two prefixes of the
same length do not require a special order because they are
disjoint; thus, only one of them may match the search key.
On the other hand, if more than one prefix matches the
search key, one must enclose the other; thus, their lengths
must be different. According to this rule, only prefixes of
different lengths require sorting. As a result, the na€ıve
method for allocating prefixes in TCAM is to divide prefixes
into groups according to length. A maximum of W groups
are allocated to the W -bit IP address space (e.g., 32/128 for
IPv4/IPv6). All groups are then stored in TCAM in decreas-
ing order of their lengths. The free pool of unused entries is
placed at the bottom of the TCAM.

With the PLO constraint, a mirrored copy of all TCAM
entries in a linear array can serve as the data structure for
monitoring the prefixes stored in TCAM. This linear array is
augmented with boundary indices to record the start and
finish prefixes of all groups divided by their lengths. Inser-
tion is simple because the length of the prefix to be inserted
is known. However, when deleting a prefix P , the TCAM
coprocessor has to search the linear array in off-chip mem-
ory to check the existence of P in TCAM and the TCAM
entry that stores P . The worst-case number of memory
movements for this method is OðWÞ.

The PLO_OPT algorithm proposed in [6] also joins pre-
fixes of the same length. However, the free pool is placed in
the center of the TCAM (i.e., between the groups of lengths
W/2�1 and W/2). Prefixes with length W to W/2 are
stored above the free pool, and prefixes with length W/2�1
to 1 are stored below the free space. The update algorithm is
the same as the na€ıve method. The worst-case number of
memory movements is OðW/2).

Although the PLO update algorithm is simple, the
number of TCAM entry movements is much higher than
that of the CAO constraint also proposed in [6]. As stated
above, if two prefixes match the search key, one must
enclose the other. All prefixes with this enclosure rela-
tionship form a prefix enclosure chain. Therefore, only
prefixes in a prefix enclosure chain have to be arranged
in decreasing order of their lengths. In CAO_OPT, free
space is also maintained in the center of TCAM. Every
prefix enclosure chain is cut in half by the free space. Sup-
pose D is the length of a chain in the trie structure. The
distance from every prefix in this chain to the free space
is less than D/2. Thus, after the update, the number of
TCAM entry movements in this chain is less than D/2,
where D is the maximum length of the chain. In practice,
D ¼ 7 in IPv4, and D ¼ 11 in IPv6.

The augmented binary trie proposed in CAO_OPT [6] for
monitoring prefixes stored in TCAM is more complex than
the linear array required in PLO. The size of off-chip mem-
ory for the binary trie is restricted when IPv6 is considered.
Aside from left and right child pointers, some fields that
require pre-computation are wt, wt_ptr, and hcld_ptr for
each node in the binary trie [6]. Assume that each pointer
requires four bytes and that wt requires 1 byte. Each binary
trie node takes 17 bytes. For the IPv4 routing table AS6447
(2011-04-20), which consists of 367,719 prefixes, the binary
trie consists of 907,221 nodes. Thus, 15 MB memory is
required, which can be placed only in off-chip memory.

When a prefix p is inserted or deleted, the following infor-
mation has to be computed. 1) the longest chain which com-
prises p denoted by LC(pÞ and its length (i.e., the number of
prefixes in the chain), 2) the path from the trie root to node
p, 3) a child node of p with a prefix, 4) the highest prefix-
child of p denoted by hcldðpÞ in terms of the TCAM location
of this child, and 5) the chain denoted by HCNðpÞ which
comprises ancestors of p, prefix p itself, hcldðpÞ, hcld(hcldðpÞ),
and so on. As analyzed in [6], LCðpÞ and HCNðpÞ are deter-
mined in OðWÞ time. In sum, the two disadvantages are: 1)
computing information for CAO is time consuming, and 2)
storing this information requires large off-chip memory.
The proposed TCAM update scheme aims to solve these
two disadvantages.

TCAM update schemes for packet classification are pro-
posed by [18], [19], [20]. In [18], authors propose a consistent
algorithm for updating a batch of rules. This algorithm
focuses on how to maintain the consistency of a filter set to
avoid locking the TCAM coprocessor during the update
process. In [19], authors propose a fast way to update rules
by inserting new filters into arbitrary entries without con-
sidering the priority order among overlapped filters. How-
ever, this approach slows the lookup speed because it
requires log2N lookups, where N is the number of the dis-
tinct priorities of rules, to determine the filter with the high-
est priority. In [20], authors propose the use of two kinds of
TCAM (i.e., LTCAM and ITCAM) to store filters. LTCAM
stores filters with the highest priority; all filters in LTCAM
are disjoint. Remaining filters are stored in ITCAM, and the
priority graph proposed by [18] is required to manage the
filters in ITCAM to ensure correct lookups. A multidimen-
sional trie is created to determine the filters to be stored in
LTCAM. LTCAM and ITCAM are searched in parallel. The
search result of ITCAM is discarded if a match is found in
LTCAM because the matched filter in LTCAM must have a
higher priority than the one in ITCAM.

3 PROPOSED TCAM UPDATE SCHEME

In this section, we describe some notations and prefix
properties needed in this paper. Then, the prefix enclo-
sure relationship is analyzed for routing tables available
from typical routers on the Internet. Based on the ana-
lyzed results, a novel memory-efficient TCAM update
scheme is proposed.

A W -bit prefix P of length len is normally denoted as
bW�1. . .bW�len � . . .� ðW � len trailing don’t cares) in ternary
format, where bi ¼ 0 or 1 for i ¼ W � 1 to W � len. Prefix P
of length len is a range of consecutive addresses from
bW�1. . .bW�len0. . .0 to bW�1. . .bW�len1. . .1. A prefix is said to
be enclosed or covered by another prefix if the address
space covered by the former is a subset of that covered by
the latter. For two distinct prefixes A and B;B � A or
A � B is used to denote that B encloses A, where � or � is
called the enclosure operator. Two prefixes are said to be
disjoint if none of them are enclosed by the other.

The de facto standard inter-domain routing protocol on
the Internet is the border gateway protocol (BGP), which
provides loop-free routing between autonomous systems
(ASs) [13]. Each AS independently administers a set of
routers. The address space represented by an advertised
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BGP prefix may be a sub-block of another existing prefix.
The former is called covered prefix and the latter is called
covering prefix. Covered and covering prefixes form a prefix
enclosure chain.

We analyze three BGP IPv6 routing tables from [5] to
determine the detailed enclosure relationship between cov-
ered and covering prefixes. Given that these existing IPv6
tables are too small compared with IPv4 tables, we also gen-
erate two routing tables larger than 120,000 prefixes
(V6Gene1 and V6Gene2) using the generator in [7].

In theory, one IPv6 prefix may be covered by at most 127
prefixes. Therefore, the worst-case enclosure chain size is
128 for IPv6. To precisely describe the prefix enclosure rela-
tionship, the prefixes are grouped into layers based on the
following layer grouping scheme: Prefixes that do not cover
any other prefix in the routing table are grouped into layer
1. Prefixes that cover only layer 1 prefixes are grouped into
layer 2 and so on.

Definition 1. Pk denotes a prefix in layer k.

Definition 2. Parent (P Þ denotes the immediate parent prefix of
P on an enclosure chain comprising P .

Fig. 4a shows the prefix enclosure relationship for a rout-
ing table with five layers (i.e., the maximum enclosure chain
size is 5) and the number of prefixes in each layer in Table 1

for all five routing tables. Layer 1 prefixes account for 92 to
96 percent of prefixes in the routing table. Layer 2 prefixes
account for 2 to 6 percent of the prefixes. Prefixes in other
layers account for only less than 1 percent of total prefixes.
Some important properties of the routing tables based on
the prefix enclosure relationship are summarized below.
A layer-ði þ 1) prefix Piþ1 covers at least one layer-i prefix
Pi. In other words, Piþ1 must be parent(PiÞ. However, if a
layer-j; Pj, is parentðPiÞ; Pj can be in any layer j, where
j � iþ 1:

1. A layer-ðiþ 1Þ prefix Piþ1 covers at least one layer-i
prefix Pi. In other words, Piþ1 must be parent ðPiÞ.
However, if a layer-j Pj is parentðPiÞ, Pj can be in
any layer j, where j � iþ 1.

2. If Pi � P and Pj � P , we must have Pj � Pi for
j > i. Pj and Pi must also be in the same enclosure
chain of P .

3. Prefixes in the same layer are disjoint.
4. For two prefixes Pi in layer-i and Pj in layer-j; Pj �

Pi is not always true.
5. For any prefix Pj in layer-j, a prefix Pi must exist in

layer-i for i ¼ 1 to j� 1 such that Pj � Pj�1 � � � � �
P2 � P1.

6. If an input IP address has multiple matches in differ-
ent layers, the matched prefix in layer i must be lon-
ger than that in layer j for i < j.

According to our analysis of various routing tables,
layers 1 and 2 have 98 to 99 percent of the prefixes.

As for properties 1 and 2, we propose to divide TCAM
into L þ 1 layers for routing tables with L layers. The addi-
tional layer corresponds to the free TCAM space. Based on
property 2 of the routing tables, layer i is placed above layer
j for i < j. As a result, if multiple matches are found
against the input IP address, the priority encoder can return
the LPM correctly. Given that the majority of prefixes are in
layers 1 and 2, most updates must be allocated for the pre-
fixes in these two layers. Thus, the average number of
TCAM entry movements can be reduced by placing the free
space between layers 1 and 2. Fig. 4b shows the proposed
TCAM layout for the routing table of five layers. For the
routing table of L layers, an index array of size Lþ 1; Ei for
i ¼ 0 to L, is used in the proposed TCAM update

TABLE 1
Routing Table Grouping Results

Fig. 4. Sample routing table of five layers.
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algorithms, as follows. Ei records the index of the lowest
entry with the lowest memory location in layer i for i ¼ 2 to
L;E1 records the index of the lowest entry in the free pool
of unused TCAM entries, and E0 records the index of the
lowest entry in layer 1. The W -bit prefix is stored in the pre-
fix field of TCAM entries, where W is 32 and 128 for IPv4
and IPv6, respectively. A layer field of k additional bits is
also required to store the layer number for each prefix for
the proposed TCAM update scheme. Given that a maxi-
mum of 11 layers are analyzed for the routing tables, k ¼ 4
is sufficient. Finally, a valid bit field in the TCAM is used to
activate a TCAM entry in the search process if the corre-
sponding valid bit is enabled.

According to the proposed layered scheme, the CAO
constraint is preserved. No augmented binary trie is
required to maintain the CAO. Below, we discuss the main-
tenance scheme of the proposed scheme when a prefix is
inserted or deleted.

P is the prefix to be inserted. The enclosure relationship
between P and the prefixes in the routing table must first be
determined. As stated in the layer grouping scheme, if P
does not enclose any prefix in the routing table, it must be
inserted in layer 1. However, if a layer 1 prefix Q covers
P;Q must be moved up to layer 2. If Q is also covered by
another layer 2 prefix R;R must be moved up to layer 3. In
general, if P is determined to be inserted in layer i, whether
or not a prefix Q is present in layer i that covers P must be
checked. If so, then Qwill be inserted in layer iþ 1 before P
is inserted in layer i. Specifically, P is written in the same
entry as Q’s previous location in layer-i.

The operation of deleting an existing prefix P must
now be considered. If P is in layer i, the layer-ðiþ 1Þ
prefix Q that covers P must be determined. If Q does
not exist, P can be deleted directly. Otherwise, whether
or not Q also covers another layer-i prefix (say R) must
be checked. If R exists, P can be deleted directly. Other-
wise, if Q does not cover at least two prefixes (say P
and R), the enclosure chain relationship will fail to main-
tain after P is removed. Thus, Q has to be moved down
to layer i. This case is implemented in two steps: Q over-
writes P in layer i, and deletes Q in layer iþ 1. These
two steps are performed recursively until no layer move-
ment is needed. The prefix movements needed to main-
tain the chain-ancestor order for insertion or deletion are
called enclosure chain prefix movement.

To avoid performing TCAM entry movements too many
times, a free list for each layer is chosen to record the posi-
tions of the unused TCAM entries. The free list of layer i is
denoted by FreeList½i	 which can be implemented by a
linked list. Since layers 1 and 2 are next to the free prefix
pool, their free lists are not empty all the time.

As described, the TCAM updates primarily decide which
TCAM entries should be moved to other positions for main-
taining the prefix enclosure chain order of the layer group-
ing scheme. A special data structure is needed to quickly
determine which prefixes are affected by the newly inserted
or deleted prefix. This special data structure is usually large
and stored in off-chip memory which can be accessed by a
TCAM coprocessor.

Subsequently, a novel TCAM entry movement decision
scheme is proposed, which does not need a large amount

of the off-chip memory for the augmented binary trie in
CAO or for the linear array in PLO. In addition to the
arrays Ei and FreeList½i], only a small amount of memory
(359 KB for 367,719 prefixes) is needed to record the
length of each prefix denoted by SRAM½i].len for i ¼ 1 to
N , where N is the number of entries in TCAM. As stated,
the extra free bits that are left unused in TCAM entries
are used as the layer field to store the layer number of
each prefix. By using the layer number, the TCAM entries
that need to be moved when a prefix is inserted or
deleted can be determined.

The prefix field in TCAM is 128 bits denoted by
b0; . . . ; b127 and the layer field is b128; . . . ; b131. As analyzed
previously, a maximum of 11 layers is needed for the IPv6
routing tables used in this paper; thus, 4 extra bits are
enough. Currently, TCAM devices can be configured to be
36, 72, 144, or 288 bits wide. Therefore, configuring TCAM
entries into 144 bits wide is the most suitable for IPv6. As a
result, 16 unused bits are available in each entry from which
four bits can be used for storing the layer number of each
prefix. These unused bits are used only for update opera-
tions. Therefore, when performing the lookup operations,
setting the corresponding global mask bits to 0 masks the
unused bits. Below, the TCAM updates are performed with
the 4-bit layer field.

3.1 TCAM Search

This section shows the method used in performing the
search operations in the TCAM with k extra bits for layer
numbers appended to each TCAM entry. As stated above,
the k extra bits are called the layer field to differentiate it
from the prefix field in TCAM entries. Fig. 5 shows the
detailed search algorithm LookupTCAM(IP, len, h). The pair
of parameters IP (the W -bit IP address) and len is used to
represent the prefix to be searched. Parameter h is designed
to select the layer so that the matched prefix against search
key can only be in layer h. If h ¼ 0, the global mask of bits
W toW þ k � 1 for layer numbers will be disabled. Thus, all
the prefixes will be matched as in the normal IP lookups. In
line 4 of the algorithm, the search key Q is constructed to be
the IP address appended with the binary string of layer
number h. Finally, the TCAM query denoted by TCAM-
Query(Q, GlobalMask) is executed by the TCAM coprocessor
with the search key stored in Q and the search mask stored
in GlobalMask. The result obtained from the TCAM
coprocessor consists of two parts, match and idx. If result.
match ¼ 1, the TCAM entry at index result.idx (denoted by

Fig. 5. Lookup TCAM.
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TCAM[result.idx]) matches the search key. Otherwise, result.
match ¼ 0 and result.idx is unused.

Given the search key P ¼ IP=len; two kinds of search
operations can be performed: one for searching the prefixes
in a specified layer and the other for searching all the pre-
fixes as follows.

3.1.1 Search Layer h

To search the prefixes in layer h, bits W to W�k þ 1 of
global mask register are activated as shown in line 3 of
Fig. 5. As a result, only the prefixes in layer h can match the
search key. Since all the prefixes in one layer are disjoint,
only one match exists in layer h. We analyze the two cases
based on the search result for prefix P as follows. Table 2
summarizes the search results.

1. result.match ¼ 0: Layer h contains no matched prefix
against the search key P . In other words, P is disjoint
from all the prefixes in layer h. P may be in layer h or
lower (i.e., P cannot be in the layer higher than h)
because of the following reasons. P is assumed to be
in layer y, where y > h. Based on the prefix group-
ing scheme, P must also enclose a prefix Pk in layer k
for k ¼ 1 to y� 1 along the prefix enclosure chain of
P . Therefore, it is a contradiction because P is dis-
joint from all the prefixes in layer h. As a result, P
may be in layer h or lower. Ph is a prefix in layer h
and Pi is a descendant prefix on the prefix enclosure
chain of Ph, where i ¼ 1 to h� 1. P must not be
enclosed by Pi because otherwise, P will also be
enclosed by Ph, which is a contradiction. Further-
more, P must not enclose Pi since it is not possible
for a prefix P to exist such that P � Pi and Ph � Pi

but not Ph � P .
2. result.match ¼ 1: A matched prefix Ph stored in

TCAM entry TCAM[result.idx] is found in layer h.
To determine whether Ph encloses or is enclosed by
P , we have to compare their prefix lengths, i.e.,
SRAM[result.idx].len and the input len. If SRAM
[result.idx].len ¼ len, P already exists in layer h. If
SRAM[result.idx].len > len, P encloses the matched
prefix in layer h (i.e., P � Ph). Based on the prefix
grouping scheme, P must also enclose a prefix Pk in
layer k for k ¼ 1 to h� 1. As a result, P must be
placed in one of the layers from hþ 1 to Lþ 1. To
check if P encloses, is enclosed by, or is disjoint
from Pk for k ¼ hþ 1 to L, we have to search layers
hþ 1 to L, where L denotes the number of layers
contained in the routing table. If SRAM[result.idx].
len < len, P is enclosed by the matched prefix Ph in
layer h (i.e., Ph � P ). When Ph � P; P can be in any
layer from 1 to h. Let DesciðPhÞ be a descendant

prefix on a prefix enclosure chain of Ph, where i ¼ 1
to h� 1, as shown in Fig. 4a. If we assume h ¼ 5
and Ph is E0; DesciðE0Þ could be one from the set
Covered ðE0Þ ¼ fD0; C0; C1; B0. . .B3; A0. . .A7g.The
enclosure relationship between P and DesciðPhÞ is
unknown and P must be disjoint from any prefix
other than the ones in CoveredðE0Þ. If P encloses or
is enclosed by any prefix in CoveredðE0Þ, some pre-
fix movements among layers must be required.

Example 1. Layer 3 is searched with the search key ¼ P in
Fig. 4a. When no match is found, P cannot enclose or be
enclosed by any descendant prefix of C0, such as
A0; B0; A4; B2, etc. However, P can enclose, be enclosed
by, or be disjoint from any other prefix in layers 1 and 2,
such as A2; A3; B1; B3, etc. Now, if a matched prefix C0 is
found, then if P encloses C0ði:e:; P � C0Þ; P also encloses
prefixes B0 and A0 in Fig. 4. However, the enclosure rela-
tionship between P and D0 or E0 is unknown. Similarly,
if C0 encloses P (i.e., C0 � P Þ; D0 and E0 also enclose P .
The enclosure relationship between P and A0; A1 or B0 is
unknown. Furthermore, P must be disjoint from any
other prefixes other than A0; A1 and B0.

3.1.2 Search All Layers

To search all the prefixes in the TCAM, the global mask
bits that correspond to the k extra bits in the layer field of
all TCAM entries are deactivated. If result.match ¼ 0 is
returned after the TCAM search operation, P must be dis-
joint from all the prefixes in TCAM. If P is the prefix to
be inserted, P should clearly be inserted in layer 1. Other-
wise, if result.match ¼ 1 is returned, the layer in which the
matched prefix locates can be determined by checking the
array Ei. Assume that the matched prefix is the prefix Pm

in layer m. Two subcases are analyzed: 1) P ¼ Pm or
P � Pm and 2) Pm � P as follows. Table 3 summarizes the
search results

1. P ¼ Pm or P � Pm : Pm must be in layer 1 (i.e.,
m ¼ 1) because of the following reason. Assume m
> 1. Based on the layer grouping scheme, Pm must
also enclose another prefix Pi in layer i for
i 2 f1. . .m� 1g. This is a contradiction because the
TCAM coprocessor should have returned P1 as the
longest prefix match. If P ¼ Pm; P is already in layer
1. However, if P � Pm; P can be in layer 2 or higher.

2. Pm � P : Consider two subcases, m > 1 and m ¼ 1.
In the first subcase, P must be disjoint from all the
prefixes covered by Pm in layers 1 to m� 1. This
result is obtained because if P encloses a prefix Pi in
layer i for i ¼ 1 to m� 1, it must also enclose a prefix
P1 in layer 1 which should have been returned as P ’s

TABLE 3
Results after Searching All Layers with Key P

TABLE 2
Results after Searching Layer h with Key P
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longest prefix match by the TCAM. Thus, P belongs
to layer 1. After P is inserted, the layer numbers of
all the existing prefixes will remain the same. In the
second subcase, P is enclosed by a prefix P1 in layer
1. Thus, P also belongs to layer 1. If P is the prefix to
be inserted, P is placed in the layer, and all the pre-
fixes that enclose P (i.e., the prefixes on the enclosure
chain of P ) must be shifted up by one layer accord-
ing to the prefix grouping scheme.

3.2 TCAM Update

Inserting a prefix P involves determining which layer to
store P and which prefixes should be moved to other
layers after P is inserted. Similarly, deleting a prefix P
involves determining which layer contains P and which
prefixes should be moved to other layers after P is
deleted. The prefix movements after a prefix is inserted
or selected are needed because the correct prefix enclo-
sure chain order needed in the layer grouping scheme
must be maintained. The algorithms for inserting and
deleting a prefix P ¼ IP/len involve two search opera-
tions. Layer h and all the layers must be searched by
calling LookupTCAM(IP, len, h > 0) and LookupTCAM(IP,
len, h ¼ 0) respectively.

The TCAM is used to write operations to move the
content of a TCAM entry from one place of the TCAM
entry to another. When we are ready to move TCAM½i]
to TCAM½j], TCAM½j] must be unused. Otherwise,
TCAM½j] must be moved to another place to make
TCAM½j] available. This TCAM entry moving process
can be performed recursively. As a result, a series of
TCAM writes may be required. Before describing how to
perform the computations needed to determine where to

insert P or where to delete P from, the process of insert-
ing a prefix P in layer h or deleting a prefix P stored in
layer h is shown as follows.

3.2.1 Insert a Prefix P in Layer h

Two cases are considered. The first case assumes that P is
disjoint from all the prefixes already in layer h. Since no free
entry for P in layer h exists, some TCAM entry movements
must be made to allocate a free entry. The second case
assumes that layer h contains another prefix that is not dis-
joint from P ; therefore, the enclosure chain prefix move-
ment described earlier must be performed in this section.

P Is Disjoint from All the Prefixes in Layer h. Fig. 6 shows
the detailed algorithm for the first case, Disjoint_InsertT-
CAM(IP, len, h). The free lists of layers 1 and 2 must not
be empty because they are next to the free TCAM pool.
In general, if the free list of layer h, FreeList½h], is not
empty, an unused TCAM entry can obtain FreeList ½h] to
store P as shown in lines 1 to 5 of Fig. 6. If the free list of
layer h is empty, the layer u is located with a non-empty
free list closest to layer h. To do so, the array FreeList can
be examined. The TCAM movements to create an empty
slot in layer h are implemented in lines 8 to 26 where two
cases u < h and u > h are considered separately. The
case of u < h is illustrated in Fig. 7a. An unused entry in
layer u þ 1 can be created by moving the border entry
TCAM ½Eu] of layer u to one of its free slots and decreas-
ing Eu by one. This unused entry now becomes the
uppermost entry of layer u þ 1, denoted by TCAM
½Eu þ 1]. Similarly, the uppermost entry of layer i can be
also made available by moving the entry TCAM ½Ei] of
layer i to TCAM ½Ei�1 þ 1] and decreasing Ei by one
repeatedly from i ¼ uþ 2 to i ¼ h. Finally, the uppermost
unused entry of layer h can be used to hold the newly
inserted entry as shown in line 14. The case for u > h is
similar as shown in lines 16 to 26 of Fig. 6 and illustrated
graphically in Fig. 7b.

Layer h Contains a Prefix that Is Not Disjoint from P. The
detailed algorithm, Chain_InsertTCAM(IP, len, h), is

Fig. 6. Algorithm to insert a prefix in layer h.

Fig. 7. Inserting a new TCAM entry in layer h.
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shown in Fig. 8 for the second case. The array
SearchedResult½i] for i ¼ 1; . . . ; L is used to record if layer i
has already been searched during the process of deter-
mining in which layer P should be inserted. The searched
result for a prefix P can be used for another prefix Q
based on property 2 stated in Section 3. Thus, lines 2 to 4
of Fig. 8 verify if a TCAM lookup in layer i is needed
based on the value of SearchedResult½i]. If the prefix Pi

that encloses P exists in layer i; P is inserted in layer i in
this iteration of the loop, and Pi will be inserted in layer
iþ1 in the next iteration, as shown in lines 7 to 12. Finally,
if all the layers are exhausted, a new layer will be created
and P is inserted in the new layer as shown in line 14.

3.2.2 Delete a Prefix P from Layer h

Consider deleting a TCAM entry (say TCAM[idx]) from
layer h, where idx is determined in the first step. Free lists
are used to record the positions of the deleted TCAM
entries. Therefore, only the valid bit field of TCAM[idx] is
set to 0. No physical TCAM movement is required, as
shown in Fig. 9.

3.3 Prefix Insertion

Fig. 10 shows the detailed algorithm Insert(IP, len, L) to
insert prefix P ¼ IP/len into the TCAM containing L
layers. This algorithm takes O(logL) steps to determine
the layer in which the new prefix should be put. The
algorithm starts with a lookup on all the prefixes in the
TCAM coprocessor by calling LookupTCAM(IP, len, 0). If
no match is returned from TCAM coprocessor, P must
be disjoint from all the prefixes; thus, it is inserted in

layer 1. In this case, no other TCAM entry is affected. If
a match is found, the matched prefix Pm is denoted
by IP/SRAM[result.idx].len. If Pm ¼ P or Pm � P due to
len � SRAM[result.idx].len), P must be in layer 1 as stated
in Section 3.1.2. Then, the function Chain_InsertTCAM(IP,
len, 1) in Fig. 8 is called to insert P in layer 1.

After executing lines 1 to 9 of algorithm Insert(IP, len,
L), the remaining task is to deal with the case in which
P�Pm due to len < SRAM [result.idx].len. As described
earlier, Pm must be in layer 1. Therefore, P may be
inserted in layer 2 or higher. A binary search-like proce-
dure is designed to determine the layer kðk > 1Þ in which
P should be inserted as shown in lines 10 to 26 of Fig. 10.

Initially, the low and high bounds of the layers to be
checked are set as lbnd ¼ 2 and ubnd ¼ L. The while-loop
starts to perform the function Chain_InsertTCAM(IP, len,
lbnd) if lbnd ¼ ubnd. Then, the middle layer between lbnd
and ubnd is searched as shown in lines 16 to 17. The result
returned from a TCAM lookup is buffered in the array Sear-
chResult[] to indicate that the layer mid has been searched
and will be needed later. The following four possible cases
have to be considered:

1. No match is found in layer mid (line 19): The search
process must be continued by setting ubnd ¼ mid �
1. P must not belong to layer mid þ 1 or higher
because otherwise P should enclose a prefix in
layer mid and contradict the condition that P is dis-
joint from all the prefixes in layer mid. P may pos-
sibly belong to layer mid. The search process inFig. 9. Algorithm to delete the TCAM entry in layer h.

Fig. 10. Prefix insertion algorithm.

Fig. 8. Insert prefix in layer h.
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layers lbnd to mid � 1 is used to find out if such is
the case.

2. P is the same as the matched prefix Pmatch (line 22):
No further action is required because P already
exists.

3. P is enclosed by the matched prefix Pmatch (lines 23):
As in case (1), the search process is continued by set-
ting ubnd ¼ mid � 1.

4. P encloses the matched prefix Pmatch (lines 24): P
belongs to one of the layers mid þ 1 to ubnd. Thus
lbnd is set to mid þ 1 and the search process
continues.

3.4 Prefix Deletion

Fig. 11 shows the detailed algorithm Delete(IP, len, L) used
to delete prefix P ¼ IP/len from the TCAM containing L
layers. Similar to the prefix insertion algorithm, this algo-
rithm also takes O(logL) steps to determine if P exists in
the TCAM and in which layer P is located. The logic of
finding the layer to which P belongs is the same as the
prefix insertion algorithm. Therefore, the detailed descrip-
tion of the process is omitted. After P is found in layer h,
the algorithm DeleteLayer(IP, len, h) in Fig. 12 is called to
execute the deletion operations. Before P can be removed
from layer h of the TCAM, we have to ensure that the
prefix enclosure relationship in the layer grouping
scheme is still maintained. First, we check if a prefix
called PP exists in layer hþ 1 and if PP encloses P as
shown in lines 2 to 5. If not, P can be deleted directly in
line 7. Otherwise, we have to check if PP also encloses a
prefix other than P in layer h. If so, P can be deleted

directly in line 12 since all the prefixes still follow the pre-
fix enclosure relationship in the layer grouping scheme.
Otherwise, PP must be moved from layer hþ 1 to h
because P is the only child of PP. The same process con-
tinues to delete PP in layer h þ 1 after PP is moved to
layer h in lines 14 to 16.

4 PERFORMANCE

In this section, the performance of the proposed TCAM
update scheme and PLO_OPT and CAO_OPT proposed in
[6] is evaluated. In the worst case, each update in CAO_OPT
takes L/2 TCAM movements, which is better than the L�1
and W TCAM movements needed in the proposed scheme
and PLO_OPT, respectively. The simulations are used to
evaluate the average numbers of TCAM lookups and writes
per insertion and deletion. Here, we show that the number
of search cycles needed to complete the operations needed
for each insertion and deletion is small and can be ignored.

We programmed all the schemes (the proposed
scheme, PLO_OPT and CAO_OPT [6]) by using the C
programming language. The five tables analyzed earlier
are used in the performance evaluation. In our experi-
ments, we divide the original routing table into two
parts. One is used as the routing table, and the other is
used as the insertion trace. The routing table is 95 per-
cent of the prefixes in the original routing table and the
insertion trace is the other 5 percent. First, we insert the
routing table into TCAM, and the corresponding binary
trie structure of CAO_OPT is constructed. A prefix is
arbitrarily selected from the update trace as an insertion
key. After all the insertion keys are inserted, we ran-
domly select another 5 percent of the original prefixes as
the deletion trace. We then randomly select one prefix at
a time from the deletion trace to perform the deletion
operations and obtain the performance results.

Tables 4 and 5 show the performance results for the
insertions and deletions, respectively. The proposed

Fig. 12. Delete a prefix in layer h.

Fig. 11. Prefix deletion algorithm.
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update scheme takes fewer writes than the PLO_OPT and
CAO_OPT because the TCAM free space sits between
layers 1 and 2. However, the write operations needed for
PLO_OPT, CAO_OPT, or the proposed update algorithm
cannot be performed in parallel with the TCAM search
operations. In other words, when a write operation is exe-
cuted, the TCAM search operations must be locked to
prevent erroneous search results. As a result, PLO_OPT
and CAO_OPT lose more lookup cycles than the pro-
posed scheme due to the write operations. With the
assumptions of using an invalid bit for each TCAM entry
and the support of a dual ported memory and the mutual
exclusion of a concurrent read and write, the TCAM
search operations may not need to be locked when a
TCAM write operation is ongoing.

Some additional lookups are required because the pro-
posed update scheme does not use a local CPU and an
off-chip memory to compute how to update the routing
table. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, the average numbers
of additional TCAM lookups per insertion and deletion
are 1.062 to 1.084 and 2.135 to 2.523 respectively. As such,
the proposed scheme takes only one to two additional
lookups to compute how to update a prefix. On the other
hand, the CAO_OPT scheme, which uses an extended
binary trie to record the positions of the prefixes stored
in TCAM, takes at least 300 CPU cycles to compute how
to insert and delete prefixes based on our implementation
of the CAO_OPT. If the local CPU runs at 1 GHz, 300
cycles amounts to 100 ns. These update operations on a
local CPU can be executed in parallel with the TCAM
lookup operations.

To quantify the overall performance, we introduce the
following TCAM hardware assumptions.

1. The normal TCAM search operations as well as the
ones for updates are executed on demand.

2. The TCAMmemory width is 144 bits.
3. The TCAM has a sustained search rate of 360 million

lookups per second [11].
4. A TCAMwrite takes three clock cycles [16].
5. A lookup takes one clock cycle.
We suppose that 1,000 insertions and 1,000 deletions

occur per second and that current TCAM devices could
provide a throughput of 360 million lookups per second.
The average number of clock cycles of 1,000 insertions or
deletions can be calculated as shown in Table 6, where
each TCAM write is assumed to take three cycles. Based
on the proposed TCAM coprocessor architecture, the
update threads employ the cycles that the lookup threads
generally use in traditional TCAM architecture. Only
9,464 to 10,080 TCAM search cycles are used to complete
our update process, which amounts to only a small por-
tion of the total TCAM search cycles (360 million cycles).
By using these lookup cycles for updates, the local CPU
and a large amount of the off-chip SRAM used to keep
the auxiliary binary trie are no longer needed. As shown
in Table 7, if the size of the IPv6 table is as large as 120 K
prefixes, the auxiliary binary trie needs a memory of up
to 35 MB. The memory needed for the proposed update
scheme is much smaller than that of auxiliary binary trie.
The proposed TCAM architecture becomes simpler than
the traditional one. Therefore, its overall clock rate can be
implemented faster.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we described the problem of the TCAM
updating algorithm and presented a novel TCAM man-
agement for IPv4/IPv6. Based on the analyzed prefix

TABLE 5
Results for Deletion

TABLE 6
Average Numbers of Cycles Needed to Perform 1,000

Insertion and 1,000 Deletion

TABLE 7
The Memory Required for the Auxiliary Binary
Trie [6] and the Proposed Update Scheme

TABLE 4
Results for Insertion
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enclosure relationship of the routing tables, the prefixes
are divided into groups through a layered approach.
Four unused bits in each TCAM entry are used for the
layer field to facilitate the proposed update operations. As
a result, no binary trie data structure, which is usually
large, is needed. The performance results show that only
a small portion of total TCAM search cycles is used to
complete our update process. Overall, the proposed
TCAM architecture is much simpler than traditional
TCAM architecture.
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